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ABSTRACT

An underwater survey at the ancient anchorage ofYavneh-Yam, located on the southern Mediterranean coast ofIsrael has revealed remnants
ofa sunken cargo dated to the Late Bronze Age. The cargo includes a small collection ofobjects composed ofwhole and broken down goldjewelry

ofsmall stone weights suggesting that it was the stock-in-trade ofa Canaanite merchant that plied the
The gold and the weights appear to represent means ofpayment that were commonly known and in use

and scrap, in addition to a collection
eastern Mediterranean waters.

throughout the Bronze and Iron Ages in the southern Levant.

INTRODUCTION
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The Mediterranean coast of Israel has few natural shelters and
is often exposed to storms. Wind powered watercraft losing control
during storms tended to drift to the lee shore, were grounded and
then wrecked by the shore breakers. Some ships were wrecked while
sailing along the open coast away from a shelter; others were wrecked
while sheltering in natural anchorages, such as Yavneh-Yam
(Figures. IA, lB). Light objects and wooden hull-parts subsequently
drifted ashore and vanished from the wreck site. Heavier objects,
such as those made of metal or stone, released during the wreckage,
were buried in the shifting sand at the wreck site and were protected
by it until discovery. 1 In recent decades, human intervention in the
coastal environment, mainly sand quarrying and the construction of
harbors, resulted in a reduction of sand quantities and consequently,
coastal erosion. Thus, numerous shipwreck sites have been exposed,
destroyed or their remains further dispersed. Underwater rescue
surveys have facilitated the discovery, documentation and
exploration of surviving remains.
The present article discusses a group of gold artifacts and
hematite weights originating from a defined shipwreck assemblage
recovered in the Y avneh-Yam anchorage. A comprehensive study of
the full assemblage is currently under preparation. 2
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Figure IA: Location map - the eastern Mediterranean
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THEYAVNEH-YAMANCHORAGESITE

The Yavneh-Yam anchorage (Figure 1B) was intensively
surveyed by underwater archaeologists between 1983-1995 1 and
the abundant finds found throughout the anchorage demonstrate
that it sheltered ships from the Late Bronze Age to the Middle
Ages.4 In antiquity, except for a small ,md poorly protected
anchorage at Tel Ridan located to che south, chis anchorage was
the only shelter for ships sailing along the coast of southern Israel
and northern Sinai (Figure IA). Underwater finds in the
anchorage included several defined shipwreck assemblages as well
as hundreds of isolated artifacts, including stone and metal
anchors, remnants of ships and their cargoes. Among the stone
anchors are 32 one-holed weight anchors, weighing 40-150 kg, and
several composite scone anchors with two or three holes. Most
were made of local limestone or kurkar yet one was made of nonlocal gr,mice, suggesting connections with the Egyptian or north
Sinai coascs.5 Heavy weight anchors (weighing more than 50 kg)
with one hole and an oval or round top arc typical of chc Middle
and Late Bronze Ages, yet finds from Kition suggest chat the use
of three-holed anchors began during the Late Bronze Age.6
However, no clear association of the scores of stone anchors
recovered from the anchorage with the discussed assemblage can
currently be made.
THE YAVNEH-YAM LATE BRONZE AGE SHIPWRECK CARGO

A large assemblage of items, all dated to the Late Bronze Age,
was recovered from the south-eastern section of the anchorage
(Figure 113). The anchorage is located within an elongated shallow
(2-6 m deep) trough positioned between the coastline and the kc
side of a submerged kurkar (sandstone) ridge several hundred
meters west of the coast. At the bottom of the anchorage is a
packed and marly paleosoil often covered by shifting sands that
move during storms randomly exposing areas ofthe paleosoil upon
which arc found heavy archaeological remains such as stone and
metal items that have not been swept away or deteriorated. These
are periodically hand collected and documented by underwater
surveys carried om immediately after storms, while finds not
threatened with destruction or looting arc documented and left in
place.
The assemblage discussed here was all retrieved from one
locale on the paleosoil of the sea floor, within an area of 20 x 10 m
at a water depth of 2-3 m. No remains of a ship's hull were
recovered, yet it is assumed th,u ,L, cheywere all found in one locale,
these objects originated from the cargo of one ship chat sheltered
in this anchorage, had drifted ashore and was subsequently
wrecked in the shallow area of the anchorage during a violent
storm.
Among the finds of the assemblage were 46 small and minuce
gold objects and a collection of seventeen small scone balance
weights which are the focus of this article. The gold items include
several whole jewelry objects and numerous gold jewelry scraps
with a total weight of8.27 g (Figure 2). The small stone weights
include 16 gain - or sphendonoid hematite weights and a pendant

stone weight, with ,1 total weight of 239.79 g (Figure 3). In
addition to these collections, several other small finds, including a
hematite cylinder seal of Syrian origin7 as well as bronze
spearheads, arrowheads, axes and bronze figurine of a smiting
deity, probably representing the Canaanite god Baal, were
recovered from the same locale.8 In addition, a neck fragment of a
Canaanite amphora dated to chc Lace Bronze Age was also
rccovcrcd.9 This type of jar was produced in Canaan and was
widely used in maritime transport along the Syro-Canaanean coast
and beyond, where it is found 11s far as Egypt, Cyprus, southern
Anatolia and Mycenaean Greece (Figure 4).'0
THE GOLD OBJECTS

The gold objects within the assemblage (Figure 2) consist of
two pendants (Figures 5-6), a ring (Figure 7) and a collection of
various types ofbeads along with gold jewelry scrap including raw
material for the production of jewelry and broken jewelry items
(Figures 8-10).
A gold leaf pendant weighing 0.58 g (Figure 5) was recovered,
made of a length ofgold wire, hammered out into an elongated flat
oval leaf or petal at both ends. The leaves ,tre decorated with a
lightly chased line running parallel to their edges while a small
rounded protrusion is executed in repousse in the center of each
leaf The wire, representing the stems of both leaves, was then
folded 180 degrees and twisted around to form a suspension loop
at one end. This form of pendant belongs to hrm1d and varied
group of Late Bronze Age floral pendants. 11 Examples ,tre known
from Lachish, found when soil from chc Lace Bronze Age Fosse
Temple was sifted. 12 Several more examples derive from Tell el-
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Figure 1B: Location map - the Y avneh - Yam anchorage,
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Figure 2: The gold objects

Figure 3: A selection of hematite weights
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Figure 4: An Egyptian tomb depiction of a Canaanir.: merchant ship being unloaded in Egypt. Nore the typical Canaanite
transport. amphorae and t.he use of a scale balance beam, al right. (modir1ed aft.er Wachsmann 1997, 314, 11g. 14.6,
following George Da.rcssy. "Une flottillc pho!niciennc d'aprcs unc peinture recencc," Revue Archeologique (1895):
286-292. Pis. XIV-XV, pL 15

'Ajjul; rwo examples were found. in Hoard 277, buried in :\ room
associated co Town II and probably dating to a lace phase of the
I ,RIA perim{1·' :rnd. another from Hoard 1312 which overby a wall
of Town ll1'; ,Jso proLably d.m:J to du: LB IA period. i;
A wmpkte 'crescent' or 'horns' pendant weighing 0.56 g (Figure
6) w:is also recovered, composed of an open gold ring, the
termina.ls nearly couching, co which is attat:heJ a broad suspension
loop so chat the terminals of thl· ring sh,ulk arc ,tt bottom when
the pendant is hung. The shank is made of undecorated squaresection wire. The suspension hoop was made ofsheet gold with a
repor,.;se ribbed decor:ition, folded inw wbul:i.r shape ,md then
attached onto the ring shank.
Such objects appear co have been worn as cul tic pendancs as is
depicted. on a p,tinced stone Female figurine from Saheb, dated to
the I ,ate Rronze to early Tron Ag,e T period1f or on the chest oi a
male priest presiding over a ceremonial basin, as found on a basalt
statue from H,tzor, also dated co chc Lace Arom,c Age.17 The tc,nn
belongs co an extremely popular group termed "Crescent or
Horns" pendants wmmonly found throughout Canaan primarily
Juring the LB 1-ll periods. 1~ They a.re usu,Jly nia<lc in gold, silver
,md dcnrum, less often in copper alloy. With its small si:t.<.:,
umlccorarcd shank a.nJ broad suspension hoop, the pre~ent
example is very typical of this form.
The assemblage also included a simple gold ring (Figure 7)
weighing 0.77 g, ofrounded se<.:tion wire with tap,ri.ng cnJs. On,
of the ends appears to have been broken or cm off The small
diametc r ohhis ring ( L 5 cm) deems its usc as a fingc r-ring unlikely
though it may certainly have been used as an earring or nosc-ring. 1~

Such rings arc commonly found in gold, silver or copper :tlloy
already during chc early Arom,e Agc.2' 1
Several types oi small gold. beads were also recovered (f.igure
8). These i.ndudc wound wire Lead made by tightly winding wire
:1round a biconici.l sh:ipe (Figure 8A) or cylindrk:tl form (Hgure
8A), sheet metal be.ids mad<' oflrnmmered sheet gold bent into a
rnb<.: and th<.:n creased in para.lid lines co imitate a wire-made bead
(Figure 8C), beads or small rings made by winding ,t wir<.: around
a thid:.er wire or pin, the ends th,n m,cring {hgur<.: 9). Such L,ads
arc all very common and arc found as early as the flrsc Dynasty in
E1:,rypr and the Royal tombs at Ur in Mcsopotarnia.11 ln addition,
beads made of several granules were recovered (Figures 8L, IOE:
H). These were produced by soldering together a ring made of
minute gold granules, chen joining together two such rings, one
stacked atop rhe ocher. The granulation technique first appears in
l'v!esopor;unia where granule beads were discovered in the Royal
Cemetery of Ur dating m che middle of the third millennium
BCE21 while locally, it was introduced nearing the end of the
~;fiddle Bronze Age, as in examples from the gold hoards at Tell elAjjul.2' Granulation became especially common during the Lare
Bronze and Iron Ages in the southern Levant.24 A single elongated
be,td with four perforations, produced. by soldering together four
small wire beads side by side was also found (f.igure Sf.). Such
be,tds with multiple perforations are commonly called spacer
be.ids ,md were used in the construction of muhi-str:mded
necklaces or colhrs.25
Another fragment of a be:u.l was a sh,tllow cap made of sheet
golJ with a wire ring collar around its perforation (figure 1OE: f).
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20mm
J:iigun:: S: A gold-1<:af p<:ndant

This object is polished on the outside only and may have been
fitted on the end of a bead or pendant. Use of such capped beads
is locally known already during the Middle Bronze Age II (19'h18'h centuries BCE) and continues in use to at least the end of the
Iron Age II (7th century BCE).26
In addition co the gold jewelry described above, several small
gold rings (Figure 9), gold wire fragments (Figure IOA), whole and
thttened gold granules (Figure IOB) and small gold snippers and
shavings (Figure I OD) and spills (Figure I OC ) were also recovered.
Many of these exhibit chisel cut marks, evidence chat they were
once a part of larger creations that had been deliberately cut,
broken or shaven down. Some of the wire fragrrn;ncs (Figure JOA)
exhibit a faint elongated crease along their axis, indicating that
they may have been made by the scrip drawing method. This

method was practiced in Egypt from at least the third millennium
BC E,27 whereby long and thin strips were twisted and then rolled
between two flat surfaces or possibly pulled through a small
perforation, such as a stone bead, causing the strips to tighten up
into a solid circular section.2x Several other jewelry fragments were
also recovered, among chem a decorated pin h ead (Figure lOE: A).
THE HEMATITE WEIGHT ASSEMBLAGE

Seventeen h ematite stone weights were discovered (Table 1)
weighing 239.79 g alcogethcr.29 Among these were 14 weigh ts in
the form of a sphendonoid wheat grain (nos. 1-13), eleven having
a flat base and two (nos. 11, IO) lacking a defined base. In addition,
a weight in a form of a cylinder (no. 2 1), a piano-convex weight
(no. 20) and a weight in chc form of a pendant (no.22). The total
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mass of each weight w,ts measured by a calibrated bahnce accurate
co +/- 1 mg and was rounded co the nearest one hundredth of a
gram (sec Table 1).1n

0

2cm

Figure 6: A gold "crescent' or "horns' pendant

CULTURAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
GOLD FINDS

Though most of the objects of the gold assemblage are not
chronologically instructive, the assemblage as a whole may be
specifically dated only by the two pend,tnts which ,tre ,tssociated co
the LB I-II period ( l 5ch_14 th centuries BCE). All of these items arc
products typical of Canaancan goldwork. Further substantiation
of the chronological and cultural association of the assemblage is
provided hy the cylinder seal, the transport amphora and the
bronze figurine, all typical C,maanean produces ofthe Late Bronze
Age. The association ofthis collection to the local Late Bronze Age
settlement at Yavneh-Yam is further substantiated by 27 tombs of
the Late Brome Age that have been excavated to the north and
south of the site.35 Within the settlement, several structures
associ,tted co che Late Bronze Age are also known.:' 6
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE YAVNEH-YAM GOLD
ASSEMBLAGE

Figure 7: A plain gold ring

Wheat grain-shaped hematite weights are known from
throughouc the Levant and it is generally accepted that they have
a Mesopotamian-Syrian origin.31 In the southern Levant, such
weights have often been found in Late Bronze Age strata. 12 Some
correlation appears to exist between the weigh ts, especially the
wheat grain forms, and weight systems used in the Levant, Egypt
and Mesopotamia during the Late Bronze Age (T,thle 1). There
are some weights chat could have been units of che Egyptian
KEDET (nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 20), chc Ugarit SHEKEL (nos.
2, 3, 4, 9, 20, 22), the Mesopotamian SHEKEL ( nos. 2, 11, 18, 21 ),
the Phoenician SHEKEL (nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 20) and the Judean
SHEKEL (nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 12, 20).B The comparison suggests chat
chc weights do not represent one ordered system and arc probably
pares ofmore chan one weighing systcm.34

The present collection of gold objects is made up of whole go ld
jewelry in addition co broken down jewelry, parts for jewelry in the
making and gold jewelry scraps. The very small size of the
collection, with a total weight of only 8.27 g, suggests chat it was
probably once much larger and more varied than what is presently
available for study. In this light, we could conceivably see this
assemblage ,ts a utilitarian founders' hoard/7 possibly representing
a goldsmith's scock-in-cradc chat may have been leftover byproducts of a production process that would include raw materials,
complete objects and partial objects or objects-in-the-making that
could have also functioned as 'spare pares' within a fabrirncion
process. Additional gold artifacts belonging to chis hoard may be
scattered on chc sea bottom and covered with sand or may have
been salvaged in antiquity or plundered by modern treasure
hunters. However, what is missing from this gold assemblage is
the direct evidence of a jeweler or goldsmith themselves which
must include gold working tools, such as small hammers, punches,
chisels, dies and tweezers.
The lack of direct evidence for a goldsmith allows
consideration of ocher options. Other objects found in apparent
association to the gold items such as the small sphendonoid or
grain-shaped stones, may be interpreted as small weights that
could have been used to weigh out precious metal. The small hoard
of gold items, in association to the weights, may thus be possibly
seen as a portion of a Canaanite merchant's hoard that could have
been used ,ts a means of currency.
The material most commonly used as a standard of value
(currency), and from which coins were made in a much lacer
period is m etal, primarily gold, silver and copper, occasionally iron.
Several Late Bronze Age shipwrecks containing copper, tin and
lead were recovered off the Israeli coast, testifying co ,t wide spread
metal trade along the Lcvantinc coast. In one of the cargoes, a
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figure 8:

Several typcs of golJ. bea<ls: A) wound win.: bca(l made by winding wirc around a biconical form;

B) wound wire head made by winding wire around a cylindrical form; C) hammered sheet hent
into a cube and creased; D) bead made from slightly flattened wire wound around a rl1i.n wire with
the en<ls mc<.,"ting; E) bead made of s<--veral granules; i;) spacer bcaJ.; G) gold bead; I I) small gold
ring or head

flgure 9: Small gold rings or beads
/ournid r./ Andent l{rJ1frti,iu fnterconnt'ction_t I htcp://jaci.libraty.arizona.cdu I VoL 7:2, 2015 I 16~29
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Figure IOA: Gold scrap - wires

Figure IOB: Gold scrap - granules
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Figure IOC: Gold ~raps - .~pill.~

bronze sickle sword of possible Ei,,ypcian origin was recovered.·,g As
to the intrinsic value nf the m:1tcrial, pn:cious metal by weight,
especially silver and g.old, was used i.n che ancient ~ear Ease as early
as the _,-:d millennium BCE as a means of establishing a standard
for assessing the worth of material objects ro fa.:ilirate barter
exchmge. Precious meral elms served as a me,tm of paymenr,
security for the pun:hase of property and goods, and for settling
debrs and taxes.~•) Currency (such as metal lmllion) used according
co specific weig.ht standards is generallyundersrood to be money:;o
As a commodity of value, precious meral as ,\·ell as broken
down jewelry made of precious metal, wa, used in commerce for
various cransaccions, its wonh as bullion being determined by the
weight nf th.: material against :L set .,canclard.. i\fany of che gnld
irems (sec e,p. rigure !OC:: D} appear en h,wc been purposefolly
cut while others (Figure l OC: C) were spills. The small size of cl1e
objects would h ,Lvc hecn used in order ro incrcmen cally re:Lch a set

weight to determine: rhe value of the mcral mass. 111c: weighing was
probably carried out on a pair of small scales suspended from a

balance beam. Such an apparatus was tlrst introduced into E!,'}1)t
during the 18'1' Dynasty and was in common use throughout the
i:\:ew Kingdom•: (and see hgme 4). Metal and hone scale pans,
usuallyabom eight cm i.n diameter and with ac least three stringing
lrnlcs around their .:ircumfcrcncc, arc lo.:ally found rhroughour
rhe Bronze and lron Ages as well as in neighboring lands/2 che
earliest dated example of such scales Ls known from rhe Early
Brnm:c Age at Tel fadous-Kfarahida in Lch:mon.i.J Use of gold
and silver char was purpose fully cut inco smaller pieces for use as
paymenc in rhis fashion is known in the souchern Levant already
during rhe Middle Brom:c Age ( 16"' cent. BCE), such as in a hoard
of broken down silver jewelry and cut silver pieces found at
Shiloh,.; while at Troy, long and cl1in gold bars marked with precut
incisions in order to fodlitace their cutting into smaller and regular
pien:s ( (;eltfl,i'lrn:n) arc kn own even ca rl k:r, dnri n g th c EB ITT
period (ca. 24-22 cent. IlCE) _.~ Finally, use of a scale weighc syscem
on Canaa.nite merchant vcssds plying the rnstc-rn Meditrrra.nean
waters during the Lare Hrnn:Lc: Age has conclusively been shnwn
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figure 10D: Gold scrap - snippets

Figure lOE: Go ld scrap - sections of gold jewelry pieces
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Cat. No.

l

Weight

(gr.)
1.47

Shape

Sphendonoid

Egyptian Kedet
(9.1 gr.)

Ugarit Shekel (9.4 gr)

Phoenician Shekel

Mesopotamian Shekel

Judcan Shekel

(7.6 gr.)

(8.1-8.4 gr.)

(11.33 gr.)

2

1.60

Sphendonoid

1/6

3

2.46

Sphendonoid

1/4

4

2.49

Sphendonoid

1/4

5

4.19

Sphendonoid

1/5

Sphendonoid

6/10

3/4

7

5.78

Sphendonoid

2/3

3/4

8

5.85

Sphendonoid

2/3

9

9.10

Sphendonoid

l
2

18.2

Sphendonoid

40. l

Sphendonoid

12

45.6

Sphendonoid

18

25.4

Sphendonoid

19

43.4

Sphendonoid

20

4.79

Plano-co nvex

21

16.6

Cylinder

22

7.24

Pendant

Ger"a = 1/24 Shekel

1/5

Worn

5.56

11

(3 Ger"a)

1/3

6

10

3/24 Shekel

1/5

1/6

Notes

1/ 2 Shekel
( l Beq"a)
1/2 Shekel

Beq'a = 1/2 Shekel
Beq'a = 1/2 Shekel

( l Beq"a)

=(l Beq'a)

1/2 Shekel

Beq'a = 1/2 Shekel

(1 Beq'a)

= (1 Beq'a)

l

5
4

6

5

Worn

3

1/2

1/2

2/3

8/10

3/4

l?

l0Ger'a
Irregular

Weight pendant

Table 1: The weights of the Yavneh-Yam assemblage

to have existed on the Uluburun shipwreck, off the southern
Anatolian coast46 and is eminently clear in Egyptian depictions
from the New Kingdom (Figure 4).
While the workmanship of the gold jewelry appears to be
Canaanean, the source of the gold itself was most probably
Egyptian. During the Late Bronze Age, the Egyptian New
Kingdom's political and military hegemony over the Levant is
well-known and Egyptian gold was eagerly sought in neighboring
regions as well. Silver and predominantly gold, appearing in the
form of ingots and cut pieces and scrap for weighing, was also used
as a form of currency in New Kingdom Egypt, as is apparent in a
gold hoard from Tell el-Amarna.47 A passage from the Amarna
letters from the time of Amenophis III, relates the disappointment
of the Babylonian king upon receipt of a gold shipment of low
quality from Egypt,48 so that gold from Egypt was apparently used
in trade and diplomatic gift exchange throughout the Ancient
Near East during the Late Bronze Age. 49 With the expansion of
the Neo-Assyrian empire, silver became the generally accepted
means of currency by the 7rh century. so However, gold was also in
use in a similar manner during the Bronze and into the Iron Age I
period when it was gradually replaced by silver.s1
CONCLUSIONS

on board the shipwreck found in the Yavneh-Yam anchorage. The
Late Bronze Age is well known for the intensity of trade
throughout the eastern Mediterranean, with merchant ships that
plied the coastal waters from Egypt to Lebanon and further north
as well. The Yavneh-Yam anchorage would have been a
convenient stop along this route to engage in trade or to find
shelter. The gold items could have been used for purchase or
income from sale of goods and services. The Canaanite merchant
could have stopped at numerous ports and anchorages (cabotage)
along the eastern Mediterranean coast, while at each of these the
merchant may have had to use the weight value system in that
region. The range of weights found in the present assemblage
would thus be useful in accommodating the needs of the merchant
at his changing ports of call.
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The small assemblage of gold, along with the collection of
weights, is possibly to be seen as evidence of a Canaanite merchant
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NOTES
variant representative of the Syrian Group III, more
narrowly dated co between 1350-1200 BCE (Frankfort
1939, 260). The dating of the other finds, such as the
jewelry (see below), favors a chronological attribution co
Syrian Group II (Galili forthcoming).
See Ehud Galili and Jacob Sharvit, "Yavneh-Yam
Anchorage. Finds from the Underwater Survey," in:
Moshe Fischer and Bacia Dashci (eds.) Yavne Yam and

See Ehud Galili and Baruch Rosen, "Ancient Remotely
Operating Instruments Recovered Underwater off the
Israeli Coast", International journal of Nautical

Archaeology 37.2 (2008) : 283-294.
See Ehud Galili, "Yavneh-Yam Anchorage, Finds from
Underwater Surveys, Final Report" (Forthcoming).
See Avner Raban and Ehud Galili, "Recent Maritime
Archaeological Research in Israel - A Preliminary
Report," International journal of Nautical Archaeology
15.1 (1985) : 25-37. See also Ehud Galili and Jacob
Sharvit, "Underwater Archaeological Remains at
Yavneh-Yam," in: Moshe Fischer (ed.) Yavneh, YavnehYam and their Neighborhood : Studies in the
Archaeology and History of the Judean Coastal Plain
Yavneh, Yavneh-Yam and their Neighborhood (Tel Aviv:
Tel Aviv University, 2005), 303-314.
See Galili Forthcoming.
See Galili Forthcoming. In addition, a pair of scone
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